Know Thyself by John Lesko — Educational Session #2 at the District 36 Fall Conference
(Thank You)3 for that
introduction What an honor it
is to be here in District 36
speaking at your fall
conference
< Call out names from D36 >
- Pam Copeland
- Fritzie Leroy
- John Kinsman
- Aref Dajani
- Susan Elsworth
…………………………………
(Slap)2 + (Clap)2 + (Click)2

I like people who ___.
Example: “I like people who
acknowledge the genius that’s
gone before us. Kudos to the
late-great Charles Schulz.”
These images are my recreation of his gang - the
Peanuts gang. And since I’m
using these in an educational
session — for which I’m not
being paid — I do believe that
I’m working within the fair use
clause of US Copyright Law.
Okay, okay … Perhaps you’ve
met someone new or learned
something new about an old
friend … And we created
space for each other for
experiential learning.
“We learn best during
moments of enjoyment, yes?”

< Time Line Exercise >
< Process via Q&A >
…………………………………..

You’re a good man,
Charlie Brown!

HERO or GOAT
Emotional Intelligence == >
Self Aware + Aware of Others

“IQ + EQ = Success”
< Optional Exercise: Create a
list of good books to read and
share w/ friends. >
ME thinking vs. WE thinking

< Share Gang Signs >
And then there’s SNOOPY …
- World War I flying ace
- Joe Cool
- Brother of Spike from
Needles, California

< Explain Situational
Leadership >
………………………………….
Dan-an-jay-a Het-tia-rach-chi

“I see something”
Dan-an-jay-a Het-tia-rach-chi
youtu.be/bbz2boNSeL0
Yes, as Steve Jobs suggested
in his commencement address
at Stanford University: “Stay
Hungry.” Stay Focused on
Your Goals and Be Aware that
YOU are not alone.
Stay Humble = Live and act in
the spirit of AGATSU
Think like a champion. Climb
that mountain. Focus on what
you can control. Don’t be
afraid to ask for help for most
significant achievements are
truly the result of WE thinking.

Good luck!
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